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In a fantasy world of Victorian architecture, war is raging between the industrial superpowers. As Commander of a Naval Super-
Destroyer, it is your duty to destroy the enem 5d3b920ae0
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The game looks pretty enjoyable in the trailer, and I like what they were trying to go for, but there are some major hang-ups
with it, most notably the control scheme. The controls are mostly just infuriating, as you might think they would've elected to go
for something closer to Asteroid-type controls, but instead they've gone for something closer to Zelda games. Zelda-type
controls probably would've worked OK, except that when you go from left to right, up to down, or vice-versa, instead of just
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going the other direction, it does this little rotation maneuver that sort of makes it impossible to know where you'll end up.
Aside from that, I could barely see the cursor on the screen when using a mouse, all of which makes it seem like it could only be
played using a gamepad. The graphics are adequate for this type of game and the storyline seems moderately interesting, but I
personally just couldn't get passed the frustrating control scheme. I think the game could've easily been salvaged with some
other/better control scheme choices, but as it stands there are better places to spend your time.. The controls are sluggish. The
campaign has really weird difficulty progression. Some of the abilities are effectively pointless. And it is horribly buggy. It was
probably worth the 50p sale price but only just.. Absoultely no recommendation. Mainly due to the horrible NVidia flickering
bug and the overall lack of support. I would want to like this game but the devs dont care about fixing their sh*t. It's amazing
how often this ends up on sale lately, they should just update the store page informing that this game wont work properly with
Nvidia cards. Seriously STEAM you've gotten sort of horrible when it comes to communicating both with your customers and
the Devs that are allowed to release these unpolished products.. My friend bought this for me.. this game has horrible mouse
control and voice acting, alot of the options menu wont even work, the progression system makes no sence, the first boss battle
is badly made and the rest of the boss battles are just puzzles with a bit of shooting that still makes no sence outside of blind
shooting, at times you cant use some support boats because of the reason of no, the one part of the game that i bought it for that
i saw in the show case video was short and poorly made, the story was crap, the cut scenes were out of synk cut out and did not
fit the art style, some of the boats are made of pure bull(play and you would know), the ending was pointless and had the worst
twist, its never explains the back story of why the word is water, you travle from the polls of the world to the equator in no time
flat, the AI is as dumb as bricks, the w a s d keys are some how side ways, and it looks like but i did have a fun time with the
game and i would recommend this game. It was a interesting game. Not one for hardcore gamers that want a challenge. It was a
very short game maybe an hour to beat it all. The graphic are good, but that seems to all this game has going for itself. The
sounds in game sound good as you would expect. The cut-scenes are generic and kind of lame because you don't feel the passion
that is being portrayed by the characters. The gameplay can be frustrating at times but its still a simple game with simple
gameplay. You can use a Xbox 360 controller to play this game. There is a local co-op (multiplayer) and its alot of fun to play
with a friend, locally. The story doesn't make sense, and random villeins are mad at you for no reason. The game is a must buy
at a reduced cost because if you bought this at full price you wouldn't be getting your monies worth. Its a good game to spend a
hour to beat.
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